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Rewriting the future for our neediest children
Nearly 24,000 Chattanoogans live in extreme poverty.1 Many of them are children living in East Lake and Clifton Hills whose futures are
too often predetermined by poverty, violence and low literacy rates. Story Creators gives Chattanooga’s neediest children three powerful
tools for combatting their daily challenges: literacy, safety and self expression.

Who can these children become? Any and everything they dream. But they need your help.
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26.8% - East Side Elementary
• 2013 RLA scores reveal achievement
gaps between the 46.9% county
average and the sub-groups we serve.2

27.6% - Black/Hispanic/Native Am
• Elementary school literacy levels predict
high school graduation and adulthood
earning potential.3
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Illiteracy and poverty constitute a mutually reinforcing vicious cycle
- United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)4
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16.9% - English Language Learners
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20.5% - East Lake Elementary
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12.0% - Clifton Hills Elementary
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2013 TCAP Reading and Language Arts
(RLA) proficient or advanced scores
accounted for 46.9% of all Hamilton
County scores compared to the following
percentages for the schools we serve.2
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Rewriting the future for our neediest children
Story Creators gets elementary school students off Chattanooga’s most dangerous streets and engaged in an educational environment
for one day a week over ten weeks. If they are with us, these children are not threatened by peers involved in violent activities or enticed
to join in those activities themselves.

Story Creators makes afternoons safer for our children, for our city.
Safety
• Gang involvement in Chattanooga begins
as early as age nine, or fourth grade.5
• Gang activity in Chattanooga most often
occurs away from schools in community
centers or on neighborhood streets.5
• Afterschool care is a key factor in helping
break the cycle of poverty,6 especially for
students of color.7
• Our students live within the five areas in
Hamilton County that make up only 14%
of the population but have the highest
crime rates in the county including:
40% of all robberies
41% of all aggravated assaults
32% of all simple assaults
31% of all burglaries and vandalism
40% of all drug crimes.8
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Violent crime committed by juvenile offenders peaks during the after school hours
- United States National Institute of Justice9
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Rewriting the future for our neediest children
Art is a hallmark of civilization, it is the deepest expression of humanity, and yet children in poverty receive little exposure to the arts.10
These children, more than most, need creative writing and visual arts to help them face their insecurities, their fears, and their daily
struggles with poverty and violence. They need to see themselves as individuals independent of their circumstances.

Story Creators uses creative writing and art to promote imagination, ambition and self worth.
Self Expression
• Creative writing helps children make
sense of the world and develop
constructive modes of self expression.11
• The Common Core curriculum of the
regular school day emphasizes analytic,
critical and argumentative writing12
with little time left for creative and
reflective writing.
• Visual arts education leads to
improvements in “cognitive ability, critical
thinking and verbal skills” as well as
“confidence,” cultural awareness and
problem solving.10
• Art provides a valuable language and
mechanism for “coping with adversity”
and mastering fear. 13

“

The time is right to promote a new artistic literacy...for the fullest education...
for effectiveness in our communities, and perhaps even for our ultimate survival
- Dr. Ruth Richards, Saybrook Graduate School, McLean Hospital and Harvard Medical School13
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Rewriting the future for our neediest children
We spend approximately serve 15 students per school over 10 weeks, providing literacy and art education, fun and safe supervision,
low student to teacher ratios, nutrition, books for students to take home, and student copies of the collaborative storybook.

Art supplies and class library - We give students access to professional art materials
to teach them about famous artists and techniques and to give them confidence that
their creativity can reach beyond basic crayon and marker supplies. We also purchase
student journals and a class library of writing and illustration models.
Staff - We employ a local artist with a passion for sharing art with children and a
UTC student intern with classroom experience to maintain a 7.5:1 student to
teacher ratio, much lower than the 15:1 average for Tennessee schools.14 The
U.S. Department of Justice suggests effective afterschool programs provide low
“adult/youth ratios with opportunities for one-on-one training/tutoring.”15
The program director is a UTC professor of English with a background in creative
writing and an interest in visual arts. All staff members must pass background
checks or be approved by the state to work in Hamilton County schools.
Snacks - We provide a snack and drink to fill nutrition gaps and help our students
regain focus after a full day of classroom instruction.
The schools we serve reported more than double the county average (45.2%) for
free lunch for the 2009-2010 school year, with East Side at 97.4%, Clifton Hills at
92% and East Lake at 90.8%.16 Students on free or reduced lunch often rely on
school programs as their primary source of nutrition.17

Student copies of collaborative books - Studies estimate one book for every 300 students in
poor U.S. communities.18 We give each student new books and a printed copy of their
collaborative storybook to take home. We also donate the original book plus one printed copy to
the school library so other students can read the work of their school’s Story Creators.
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Rewriting the future for our neediest children
Goals for the Future
Expansion of the Home Library Project
We want to promote literacy practice in the home by giving our
students new books from our curriculum and related topics,
encouraging them to engage with the written word on a daily basis.
Increased Support for Local Artists
Our lead artists work hard at everything they do, often holding
multiple jobs to pay their bills. We want to increase pay for our lead
instructors to give them an economic boost in support of their
community outreach and individual artistic endeavors.
Expansion to K-5
Gang initiation starts young in Chattanooga, and the pressures only
increase as students age. We want to get to the young people in the
schools we currently serve by kindergarten and keep them until the
fifth grade. Early intervention will also aid in our goals to improve
third grade literacy competency and help interested fifth grade
students develop a portfolio including a digital storybook and
animated video short.
Expansion to New Schools
We hope to expand Story Creators’ impact in Chattanooga by
widening our geographic scope to include additional schools facing
poverty, low literacy rates and increasing gang activity.
For more information on our current or proposed initiatives, please
contact Carrie Meadows, Story Creators program director, at
Carrie-Meadows@utc.edu.
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